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	T

	here’s no denying it: A revolution in how people consume music is well

	underway, and Spotify’s at the center of all the action. Just a decade ago,

	it was normal for people to wander into a music store and buy an artist’s CD

	after hearing a few catchy tracks on the radio or reading a few good newspaper

	reviews.




	Then, when music sharing over the Internet became mainstream around

	2000, millions realized just how easy it was to store digital music on computers.

	Who needed a CD?




	Also around this time, portable music players became popular. You could

	copy thousands of your digital tracks onto matchbox-sized gadgets.

	Astonishing! Yet, for all the technical innovation, artists still weren’t being

	compensated fairly for their efforts because most digital music was being

	swapped on illegal networks. Then, iTunes came along and blew everyone

	away, introducing a simple click-and-buy mechanism to let people download

	music legally without guilt and sync tracks seamlessly to their iPods.




	And now? Prepare to get ready for an even bigger change. Music no longer

	takes up storage space on your computer or even your portable music

	devices. It’s floated off into the cloud (the term used to describe content or

	services hosted remotely over the Internet); streaming to you through services

	such as Spotify.




	Spotify is a Swedish company headquartered in London, U.K. It first launched

	in 2008 as an invite-only service in selected European countries, offering free

	streaming of millions of tracks in exchange for listening to a few advertisements

	in between. People thought of a track, and Spotify played it straightaway

	in high-quality audio, as if it were on a CD. Amazing! Eventually, Spotify

	opened up registration to everyone in its launch countries.




	Spotify has plenty of healthy competition these days — Apple’s iCloud and

	the long-running Napster and Rhapsody, for starters, and younger companies

	such as MOG, Deezer, We7, Rdio, Simfy, and Grooveshark. I personally like

	Spotify’s reputation for speed and stability. It has a superb, tried-and-tested

	way of streaming music to your computer, and its fast, fully featured desktop

	app lets you sync music to a range of mobile devices.
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Build Your Own ASP.NET Website Using C# & VB.NETSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2004

	
		A tutorial style book for absolute beginners that walks readers through an introduction to databases and programming concepts and then shows them how to build practical applications using Microsoft's technology.

	
		Build Your Own ASP.NET Website Using C# & VB.NET guides readers through obtaining, installing...
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McGraw-Hill's GMAT, 2008 EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2007
Welcome to the GMAT. Were we saying this to you in person, we might duck after speaking those words. For many people, there’s nothing remotely welcoming about the GMAT. To many business school applicants, the test appears to be the most painful hurdle they must clear in their admissions process, and the one for which their work experience has...
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Rent-Seekers, Profits, Wages and Inequality: The Top 20%Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		Mihályi and Szelényi provide a timely contribution to contemporary debates about inequality of incomes and wealth, offering a careful examination of various sources of rent in contemporary societies, and considering several policy options to reduce inequality in order to preserve the meritocratic nature of liberal...
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Numerical Analysis in Electromagnetics: The TLM Method (ISTE)John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	The aim of this book is to give a broad overview of the TLM (Transmission Line Matrix) method, which is one of the “time-domain numerical methods”. These methods are reputed for their significant reliance on computer resources. However, they have the advantage of being highly general.


	The TLM method has acquired a...
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RESTful Java Web ServicesPackt Publishing, 2009
If you are already familiar with REST theory but are new to RESTful Java web services, and want to use the Java technology stack together with Java RESTful frameworks to create robust web services, this is the book for you.

This book is a guide to developing RESTful web services using Java and the most popular RESTful frameworks...
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Computing System Reliability: Models and AnalysisSpringer, 2004
Computing has been the fastest developing technology during the last century. Computing systems are widely used in many areas, and they are desired to achieve various complex and safety-critical missions. The applications of the computing systems have now crossed many different fields and can be found in different products, for example, air traffic...
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